
05 READING (Student's Book pp 46–47)
annual adj /ˈænjuəl/ KAžDOROČNÝ happening or done once every year     an annual meeting
aquatic adj /əˈkwætɪk/ VODNÝ living in or near water
bear in mind idm /beə(r) ɪn 

maɪnd/
MAŤ NA PAMATI to remember or consider sth   If you want to come back by train, bear in mind 

that the underground stops at midnight.
bob up and down phr /bɒb ʌp ən 

daʊn/
HÝBAŤ SA HORE A 
DOLE

to move quickly up and down     Can you see that red thing bobbing up and 
down in the water? That’s our ball – we dropped it into the lake by mistake.

bond n /bɒnd/ VAZBA a strong connection between people
catamaran n /ˌkætəməˈræn/ KATAMARÁN-LOĎ a fast sailing boat with two hulls
chum n /tʃʌm/ KÁMOŠ a friend
comical adj /ˈkɒmɪkl/ KOMICKÝ funny or amusing because of being strange or unusual
current n /ˈkʌrənt/ PRÚD the movement of water in the sea or a river

It’s too dangerous to swim here as strong currents could sweep you out to sea.
deck n /dek/ PALUBA the top outside floor of a ship     We sat on deck and enjoyed the fresh air.
deposit v /dɪˈpɒzɪt/ ULOŽIŤ to put sth somewhere
edge n /edʒ/ OKRAJ the place where the surface ends    Don’t put your glass on the edge of the table – 

you will knock it off.
emotional adj /ɪˈməʊʃənl/ EMOCIONÁLNY connected with people’s feelings  a child’s emotional and intellectual  

development
episode n /ˈepɪsəʊd/ EPIZÓDA an event in sb's life that is important or interesting in some way
equivalent n /ɪˈkwɪvələnt/ EKVIVALENT sth which is equal in amount, value or importance

That American jeep costs the equivalent of my yearly salary!
far afield adv /fɑː(r) əˈfiːld/ ĎALEKO far away from home, not near
farm n /fɑːm/ FARMA a place where particular fish or animals are bred
fate n /feɪt/ OSUD destiny, what is going to happen
fetch v /fetʃ/ PRINIESŤ to go where sth is and bring it back    Will you fetch me a drink from the fridge?
form v /fɔːm/ VYTVORIŤ to make sth start to exist and developI formed many close friendships at college.
furiously adv /ˈfjʊəriəsli/ ZÚRIVO with a lot of energy or anger
get the hang of phr /ɡet ðə hæŋ ɒv/ ZVLÁDNUŤ to learn how to do sth

Cross-country skiing seems difficult at first but you’ll soon get the hang of it.
gradually adv /ˈɡrædʒuəli/ POSTUPNE slowly, progressively
habitat n /ˈhæbɪtæt/ BYDLISKO the place where a particular kind of plant or animal lives



improbably adv /ɪmˈprɒbəbli/ NEPRAVDEPODOBN
E

in a way that seems strange because it is not what you would expect  The job 
offer was improbably good, so he decided to ask for all the details in writing.

in sympathy n phr /ɪn ˈsɪmpəθi/ V NÁVAZNOSTI NA happening because sth else has happened
Share prices slipped in sympathy with the German market.

initiative n /ɪˈnɪʃətɪv/ INICIATÍVA a new plan for dealing with a problem   The headmistress has introduced a 
new initiative aimed at reducing the number of pupils who fail their final  
exams.

into the wild prep /ˈɪntə ðə waɪld/ DO DIVOČINY to their natural environment
leisurely adj /ˈleʒəli/ POHODOVÝ done without hurrying      We like to have a leisurely breakfast on Sundays.
licence n /ˈlaɪsns/ POVOLENIE permission, freedom to do whatever you want   The newspaper men were given 

licence to photograph all the rooms in the royal palace.
lottery n /ˈlɒtəri/ LOTÉRIA a way of winning a prize or money if the ticket numbers you have bought are 

chosen by chance
make my way  v phr /meɪk maɪ weɪ/ SMEROVAŤ DO move towards    Feeling thirsty, the children made their way to the canteen.
misnomer n /ˌmɪsˈnəʊmə(r)/ NESPRÁVNY NÁZOV a name that is not accurate
mushroom n /ˈmʌʃrʊm/ HRÍB a fungus with a round flat head and short stem   a field mushroom
nasty adj /ˈnɑːsti/ ODPORNÝ very bad and unpleasant  he nasty smell was coming from a huge rubbish heap 

on the pavement.
occasion n /əˈkeɪʒn/ PRÍLEŽITOSŤ a particular time when sth happens

We only eat out on special occasions like a birthday.
paddle v /ˈpædl/ PÁDLOVAŤ to swim with short movements of your hands or flippers

The dog paddled out into the river, fetched the stick and bought it back again.
palpitate v /ˈpælpɪteɪt/ TREPOTAŤ to beat rapidly in an irregular way, to tremble

The bird’s heart was palpitating wildly as I held it in my hand.
partner n /ˈpɑːtnə(r)/ PARTNER, DRUH a person sb lives with as a wife/husband but to whom he/she is not married
passage n /ˈpæsɪdʒ/ PRECHOD the action of going across, through or past sth

the ship’s passage through the canal
play footsie phr /pleɪ ˈfʊtsi/ FLIRTOVAŤ to touch sb’s feet with your feet in a playful way
privilege n /ˈprɪvəlɪdʒ/ PRIVILÉGIUM a special right
process n /ˈprəʊses/ PROCES a series of actions that you do for a particular purpose

The process of buying a house can actually take as long as three months.
put off
(put, put)

phr v /pʊt ɒf/
(/pʊt/, /pʊt/)

ODRADIŤ to discourage sb from doing sth   Seeing how lobsters are kept in the 
restaurant really put me off the idea of eating one.



reef n /riːf/ ÚTES a long line of rocks near the surface of the water
release v /rɪˈliːs/ VYPUSTIŤ to set free   t is not a good idea to release animals who have only lived in zoos  

into their natural habitat, because they rarely survive there.
ridiculously adv /rɪˈdɪkjələsli/ SMIEŠNE in a very silly way
roam v /rəʊm/ TÚLAŤ SA to walk around without a definite direction   Jenny roamed the streets for 

hours, searching for her lost dog, but she never found him.
scarce adj /skeəs/ ZRIEDKAVÝ if sth is scarce, there is not enough of it and it is only available in small 

quantities
scarce resources

scarcely adv /ˈskeəsli/ TAKMER NIČ almost not The fog was so thick that Tom could scarcely see half a metre in  
front of him.

scuba dive v / ˈskubə daɪv/ POTÁPANIE to swim underwater using special breathing equipment as a sport
seal n /siːl/ TULEŇ a sea mammal with short fur that eats fish
set up phr v /set ʌp/ ZALOŽIŤ to create sth or start it   He set up a business with his brother.
shallow adj /ˈʃæləʊ/ PLYTKÝ not deep
skyscraper n /ˈskaɪskreɪpə(r) MRAKODRAP an extremely tall building
solid adj /ˈsɒlɪd/ PEVNÝ reliable
sponsor v /ˈspɒnsə(r)/ SPONZOROVAŤ to pay for the cost of an event   A lot of international companies sponsor the 

Olympic Games.
state n /steɪt/ STAV the mental, emotional or physical condition that a person or thing is in

After the accident, the driver was in a state of shock.
stick n /stɪk/ PALICA a thin piece of wood that has fallen or been broken from a tree
sting
(stung, stung)

v /stɪŋ/
(/stʌŋ/, /stʌŋ/)

PICHNÚŤ (of an insect or plant) to touch your skin or make a very small hole in it so that 
you feel a sharp pain

sweep by
(swept, swept)

v phr /swiːp baɪ/
(/swept/, 

ZMIETNUŤ to move with a lot of force

tag v /tæɡ/ OZNAČIŤ to fasten a small piece of paper or plastic to sth to identify it  The zoologist  
tagged two foxes in order to study their hunting and breeding patterns.

take (sth) at face 
value 

idm /teɪk (sth) æt 
feɪs ˈvæljuː/

NESPOCHYBNIŤ to believe that sth is what it appears to be, without questioning it
Taken at face value, the plan seemed promising for the future.

tempt v /tempt/ POKÚŠAŤ to try to persuade sb to do sth  I should really finish my work, but it’s such a 
lovely day that I’m tempted to go out instead.

tendency n /ˈtendənsi/ TENDENCIA an expected way of behaving  Paula has a tendency to be late so don’t be 
surprised if she doesn’t turn up on time.



the worse for 
wear 

phr /ðə wɜːs fɔː(r) 
weə(r)/ 

V BIEDNOM STAVE in a poor condition after doing sth difficult

traffic jam n /ˈtræfɪk dʒæm/ DOPRAVNÁ ZÁPCHA a lot of vehicles in the streets that move very slowly, if not at all
turtle n /ˈtɜːtl/ KORYTNAČKA a large reptile with a hard round shell, which lives in the sea
vital adj /ˈvaɪtl/ NEVYHNUTNÝ essential, important   Reading is of vital importance if you want to widen your 

vocabulary.
waist-deep adj /weɪst diːp/ PO PÁS up to the middle of your body
youngster n /ˈjʌŋstə(r)/ MLÁDEŽNÍK a young person or a child Youngsters aged five to 11 get a 50% reduction.


